From: (ENV)
Sent: lundi 6 mars 2023 09:32
To: (ENV); (ENV); (ENV); (ENV); (ENV); ENV PRES
Cc: BRIEF REQUEST
Subject: FW: Short report from Csr mission to Portugal: follow-ups

Fyi – here are the reports of the PT mission. They had been sent to).

From: (CAB-SINKEVICIUS)
Sent: Friday, March 3, 2023 4:30 PM
To: (ENV)
Subject: FW: Short report from Csr mission to Portugal: follow-ups

Here you go, thanks!

From: (CAB-SINKEVICIUS)
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 11:27 AM
To: (MARE); (ENV)
Cc: RIBOKAS Arunas (CAB-SINKEVICIUS)
Subject: FW: Short report from Csr mission to Portugal: follow-ups

Dear all,

A short report by Simonas on the PT mission.

Best,

Dear all,
Meeting with Minister of Agriculture

Minister and the team were happy about the results of TAC for 2023 negotiations in Agrifish. But concerned about Norway’s behavior. Csr clearly said, that he is doing maximum, but more higher political push is necessary from MSs and EU on Norway.
Most of the meeting was devoted for EID revision and ongoing negotiations in the Council. PT raised concerns on extensive farming to be included in the EID (Csr mentioned that it is not a plan) as that will make life of PT farmers who are involved in extensive bovine activities. PT was asking to have a minimum 300 LSU for farms to go under IED. PT mentioned that will follow up with DG ENV.

PT minister presented revision of CAP National Plan, presented number, how much they inclined to allocate/calculate to organic farming, support biodiversity.

On control regulation, Csr made it clear, that it is a big priority for him, but if co-legislators are going to substantially change proposal, he is ready to withdraw. The new proposal can not be less ambitious than current one. PT asked to higher margin of tolerance to tackle the accuracy of small quantities per species. PT asked to have a threshold raised from 50 kg to 100 kg.